Introduction
In [41, we have shown (among other things) that a generie left-invariant Lorentz metric on Sl(2, R) is non-complete.
The nilpotent case has, as wefl, been stndied in [51. It was shown that every left-invariant pseudo-riernannian metrie on a 2-step nilpotent Lie group is complete. However, an example of a 3-step nilpotent Lie group with a non-complete left-invariant Lorentz metric is given.
In this paper we study completeness for the left-invariant Lorentz metricx on sorne solvable Lie groups. First, after 3. Milnor ¡6] and K.
Nomizu [71 we consider a special class Y of solvable Lie groups. A non commutative Lie group G belong to Y if its Lic algebra Q has the property that for any elements z, y in Q the bracket product Lx, y] is a linear combination of x and y.
For such a group we show that every left-invariant Lorentz metnc is non-complete. This case is a generalization of the well-known example of the Lorentz hall-plane (i.e the affine group A(1, It) with its left-invariant Lorentz metric).
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Mobammed GuedJri
Alio, we investigate the completeness of left-invariant Lorentz metrics on the unimodular 3-dimensional Lie group £(2) (resp. £(1, 1)) of rigid motions of Eudidean (resp. Minkowski) 2-space. We prove that ah left-invariant Lorentz metrics on E(2) are complete, while snch a metrie on E(1, 1) is complete if and only if it realizes a Lorentzian submersxon 011 Minkowski 2-space.
Preliminaries

2.1
Geodesics of left-invariant pseudo-metrics.
Let O be a Lie group, and Q its Lie algebra. It is well known .that the data of a left-invariant pseudo-riemannian metric on O is equivalent to that of a non-degenerate quadratic form on Q. Fnrtbermore, every C 1-curve ti-. c(±)of O gives rise (np to a left transiation) to the~curve Proof. We sball continue to denote by <.,.> tIme Lorentzian inner product given by the metric, and to further simplify notations <L4>.¿(t), LiI>~¿(t)> wiIl be denoted by (4k>.
• First, WC assume that <., .>~g is nondegenerate. Then, with the same notations as lxi 2.2, we have .
Therefore, for a nuil geodesic (that is <4 ½ = O) we have xo -+~as t -* b with b -c oc', and the metrie is non-complete.
• We assnme 110W that <•, •>~F is degenerate, which means, 111 geometrie terms that the subspace E is tangent to tIme nulí cone. Thus, E contajus a nuil vector b and a (n -2)-dimensional subspace E1 such that 
Unimodular 3-dimensinal Lie groups
It is well knoWn (see for instance [3d) that simply-connected unimodular Lie groups of dimensión 3 are classified as follows.
3) E(2), It) (the universal cavering of the group E(2) of rigid mation of Encidian 2-space).
4) E(1,1) (the universal covering of thegroup E(1, 1) of rigid motions of MinkoWski 2-space).
5) H 3 (the Heisenberg group).
6) It 3.
In order to flnish With dimensión 3, WC study here the cases 3) and 4). In these cases the Lie algebra has a codimension one connnutative ideal. Qur study sil reies on the properties of sorne ad~0 12(eo~E). Of conrse noW ód~~Id.
4.1
The case of E (2) We look here E(2) as the semi-direct product 0 (2) 
Case 2. 4' is non-diagonizable.
We choose a basis {X1, X2} for Which
Proof. The first equality is the consequence of (4,(X1), X2) = (Xi, 4,(X2)), as for as te the inequality, it folloWs from the fact that (~,) is nondegenerate or, equivalently, from the fact that in a Lorentzian 2-space if x is a mill vector then x' = itt. Let {ej, 4> be a basis of E such that By an appropriate automorphism of 8(1, 1)) (which is an isometry for the metric) We may assurne that <4~4> = 1.
The flrst equation of (*) is then given by
TImus, tIme metric is incomplete.
Case 2. b is not colinear to 4, neititer tía 4.
By an appropriate hyperbolic rotation (Which 18 an automorpImism of 8(1,1)), WC may assume that b = ej. Next, With similar approach as for the case of E(2) the first equation of (*) gives = 2 so that, the metric is incomplete, and the concinsion follows. 
